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Edvin chooses to perform his Higher Vocational Education (HVE) at
iioote, the company with both building and IoT competence
Gothenburg 2018-11-12

iioote gets help when Edvin Högström chooses to complete his HVE as a part of
his education as Energy Specialist Construction which focuses on Environment
and Energy Optimization Consultation in Buildings at KYH Gothenburg, Sweden.
Edvin and iioote together with their partner company Go-IoT determinedly continues
the IoT journey through the connection and assembly of IoT solutions in both private
and commercial real estate. This is another important step on the road of digitalization
and helps Sweden achieve its goals in improving its climate and environmental. Edvin’s
educational area-of-focus will further help iioote to strengthen our knowledge in
Energy and Environment in real estate.
Christer Thulin, IoT Construction Engineering expert at iioote says, "Edvin is entering
during a very exciting phase in our business, where more and more companies are
finally accepting that IoT using low-energy technologies is here to stay. We are
continuously working to find additional uses for solutions that we have already
launched, and we are constantly looking for new solutions that help us in the
construction industry. I look very much forward to bringing in new and perhaps
previously overlooked ideas in our company with Edvin’s internship at iioote”.
iioote offers IoT solutions with broad specialist knowledge in LPWAN, which includes
sensors, networks and applications coupled with wide-ranging building construction
knowledge in-house, a customer offering unique to the IoT LPWAN market.
The team at iioote wishes Edvin a great big “good luck” with his HVE!
iioote contributes to Sweden's goal to be the best in the world to use the potential
of digitalization.
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About iioote AB
iioote work with companies, organizations and municipalities in implementing IoT
in their business, from analysis need and strategy to planning, implementation and
system integration. iioote has expertise in IoT, IT and Telecom, combined with
industry-specific skills from the construction, machinery and automotive industries.
iioote integrates solutions that drive the development of simple and innovative IoT
in the community. This is enabled by radio systems that use low-energy technology,
Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN).
Contact: Christer Thulin, IoT Construction Engineering, phone +46 70 663 2300,
christer.thulin@iioote.com
More information about iioote can be found on our website www.iioote.com.
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